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Country Focus – Russia: expect the currency to depreciate in line with
future declines in oil prices, but macro resilience remains
Russia has been able to weather the consequences of international sanctions, thanks to the recovery in oil prices during
2017-18, resulting in correct macroeconomic performances and balanced policies and translating into a modestly
improving average Economic & Financial Risk Rating. In 2019, our scenario of declining oil prices and slower world growth
combines with poorer risk measures for the short-term horizon to suggest stronger pressures on the Ruble (RUB) over the
next few quarters. However, a rather sound macro environment, the assumption of a permanent adjustment of the
exchange rate to oil prices and large room-to-maneuver on the fiscal policy front point to a solid economic resilience. The
key medium-term uncertainties remain therefore related to geopolitical, political and governance issues.
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Economic resilience affected by geopolitical and
governance risks

Russia: Economic & Financial Risk Rating History

Beyond the expected depreciation of the currency in
line with oil prices during 2019, the past economic
improvement, coupled with a very strong fiscal
position (government budget surplus estimated at
2.7% of GDP and public debt at 15% of GDP, at the
end of 2018) should ensure effective economic
resilience.
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large private banks). Contractual, counterparty and
security risks remain therefore substantial.
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